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Definitions
1. Access Rights (epi) - Section in Admin where supervisors of sites can adjust what AD
groups can access which pages of EPI.
2. Active Directory- Windows service that controls logging into various programs/areas at
Moody, including EPI.
3. Admin(epi) - Reference to the Admin section of EPI, where re-indexing, robots.txt,
archiving, trash bin emptying jobs, and setting access rights are found.
4. ADX- Intermediary service / software stack that helps with load balancing (*citation
needed*).
5. All Properties View (epi) - Backend view of an EPI page; often can show more
information than on-page.
6. Approval Sequence(epi) - EPI process that allows content to be approved by certain
7. Boxcast- Video Encoder/software layer that allows live streaming through an online
player and embeddable javascript player.
8. C2- Design/development house that holds the source code/makes core changes to our
website (c2experience.com).
9. Categories(epi) - Series of labels in EPI that help define content for find, the academic
program finder, TITW categories, and more.
10. Conferences- Shorthand for Moody’s Conferences division, found at this epi site:
moodyconferences.com
11. CMS- Content Management System
12. Dev(epi) - Shorthand for “development”, commonly referenced as the development site,
the first site where changes are pushed to the website.
13. Domain- Unique identifiers, used to differentiate EPI sites (Global vs. EDU, for
example).
14. EDU- Acronym relating to the Education portion of Moody Global Ministries.
15. Environment- Referring to dev, epiqa, stage, beta, or prod.
16. Ektron- Former CMS used before EPI. Migration was completed December 31st, 2017.
17. Eloqua - Email marketing tool controlled by Digital Marketing that sends out everything
from TITW daily emails to radio specific emails.
18. EPIDWEB01- Server where an instance of EPI lives. Known by IP as 172.26.110.21.
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19. EPIDWEB02- Other server where an instance of EPI lives. IP is 172.26.110.22.
20. Epiqa(epi) - Shorthand for “Quality Assurance” , commonly referenced as the qa site,
the second site after dev where changes are pushed to the website.
21. Episerver- Enterprise content management system that controls all outward facing and
(some) inward facing web pages (e.g. moodyradio.org) (Requires AD Creds).
22. Expletive Word List (epi) - EPI Page type containing list of blacklisted words that keep
said words out of the “Popular Searches
23. FIND(epi) - Part of the Episerver content package, powerful search tool that currently
functions on TITW, EDU, Radio, and Global that allows for advanced searching.
24. Ghost Inspector- Automated form testing/EPI login software controlled by web
technologies. Current cost: 79 dollars a month.
25. Global - Shorthand for moodyglobal.org, a site on EPI.
26. Google Webmaster- Set of tools used to verify XML sitemaps, link checking, and more.
27. Jira- Ticketing system used to communicate bugs, enhancements, and training requests
to C2.
28. Jira Portal - Set of speciality landing pages that allow us to track C2 hours and relevant
Jira tickets for the month.
29. MBISTORE- Central Windows Server where documents, pdfs, images, etc. are held.
Requires VPN/On campus internet access.
30. OnPage Editing(epi) - Default view for editing content within EPI.
31. OSvC- Oracle based ticketing system that is connected to the “its@moody.edu” email
address. Web technologies was added to this in March 2018.
32. Prod(epi) - Shorthand for production, or the final, live websites on EPI.
33. Robots.txt- Setting within Episerver that allows pages to be allowed or disallowed from
search rankings.
34. Skype for Business- Company wide chat and messaging system used by a small
selection of ITS employees.
35. Slack- Enterprise, company wide chat and messaging system used to send files, code
snippets, automated test results, and bad jokes.
36. Stage(epi) - The final site where changes are pushed before production.
37. “Status Calls”- Weekly morning call with c2 to discuss all ongoing tickets.
38. Teams- Company wide chat and messaging system used by a slightly larger selection
of ITS employees.
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39. Today in the Word- Text/Audio based devotional product usually given to donors.
40. TITW- Acronym for Today in the Word
41. Trumba- Calendar Software used primarily on moody.edu to keep track of events,
Institute schedules/holidays, and operating hours.
42. User Agent - Designates which browser and operating system the user is on.
43. Visitor Groups(epi) - Feature within EPI that allows for specific content to be shown to
specific people, devices, time spent on website, etc.
44. VPN- Virtual Private Network, or, the ability to login to MBI’s internet while not being on
campus.
45. Web Technologies - Team in ITS that manages EPI systems, audio systems, donor
development form implementations, and C2 relationship.
46. Web Service- Program that uses primarily XML to communicate with another
machine/do a required task (example:
https://www.todayintheword.org/api/devotion/2017-01-01)
47. Wistia- Video Management Tool used primarily by EDU to store and host videos across
websites, primarily for marketing or information pushes.
48. Wufoo- 3rd party form service used across EDU and Radio.
49. XML Sitemap- Created within EPI to be submitted to Google Webmasters to re-evaluate
our site for Google Search readiness
50. YSOD (Yellow Screen of Death) - Nickname of the “Transport Error” screens that come
up during site outages.
51. Zapier- Integration service used to make push Wufoo data through to Eloqua using
webhooks.
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Episerver Login URL’s
EDU
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dev.moody.edu/episerver
epiqa.moody.edu/episerver
stage.moody.edu/episerver
beta.moody.edu/episerver (only used during redesigns/large-scale projects)
www.moody.edu/episerver(www required when on campus)

Radio
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dev.moodyradio.org/episerver
epiqa.moodyradio.org/episerver
stage.moodyradio.org/episerver
beta.moodyradio.org/episerver (only used during redesigns/large-scale projects)
moodyradio.org/episerver

Global
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dev.moodyglobal.org/episerver
epiqa.moodyglobal.org/episerver
stage.moodyglobal.org/episerver
beta.moodyglobal.org/episerver (only used during redesigns/large-scale projects)
moodyglobal.org/episerver

TITW
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

dev.todayintheword.org/episerver
epiqa.todayintheword.org/episerver
stage.todayintheword.org/episerver
beta.todayintheword.org/episerver (only used during redesigns/large-scale projects)
todayintheword.org/episerver

Conferences
1. dev.moodyconferences.com/episerver
2. epiqa.moodyconferences.com/episerver
3. stage.moodyconferences.com/episerver
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4. beta.moodyconferences.com/episerver (only used during redesigns/large-scale projects)
5. moodyconferences.com/episerver

Misc.
1. its.moody.edu/episerver (ITS Portal)
2. library.moody.edu/episerver (library)
3. facilities.moody.edu/episerver(Facilities Portal)
4. imc.moody.edu/episerver (IMC Portal)
5. https://student-life.moody.edu/
episerver (Student Life Portal)
6. https://treasury-finance.moody.edu/episerver (Treasury Finance Portal)
7. https://public-safety.moody.edu/episerver (Public-Safety Portal)
8. https://new-student-checklist.moody.edu/episerver(New Student Checklist Portal)
9. https://egs.moody.edu/episerver(Events and guests services Portal)
10. https://legal.moody.edu/episerver (Legal Portal)
11. https://human-resources.moody.edu/episerver(Human Resources Portal)
12. https://academic-records.moody.edu/episerver(Academic Records Portal)
13. https://writing-center.moody.edu/episerver(Writing Center Portal)
14. https://career-development.moody.edu/episerver(Career Development Portal)
15. https://src.moody.edu/episerver(Student Resources Center Portal)
16. https://mts-portal.moody.edu/episerver(Moody Theological Seminary Portal)
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Episerver Tabs

Takes you into the main interface where
content is manipulated.
Opens the Admin panel of EPI.
Opens the Reports panel of EPI.
Opens the Visitor Groups panel of EPI.
Opens a shortcut to login to Eloqua.
Opens the EPI Find Interface.
Opens the EPI Addons Interface. (Note: must
be added through C2).
EPI Branding Button
Allows you to quickly switch domains.
User Guide, Legal, About Page (User Guide
may be helpful occasionally)
Allows you to logout and to fix a small issue
with “Forms” *
Not Used

* To fix the issue with no “forms” tab showing, click your username, my
settings, display options, then the “Reset Views” button.
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Episerver UI Elements
Main Page
*Please Note* These elements will be described from the left to right.

Displays a full list of the pages of the current
domain you are working on.
Displays a condensed list of all active EPI
domains.
Displays a list of drafts, A/B test, content
awaiting approval, and more.
If working on a project in EPI, project items
will display here as a list.
Search bar used to find content within EPI.
Used to open contextual menus allowing for
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copying, pasting, and approval sequences.
Toggles the “navigation pane” on the left
hand side.
Creates either a new block or a new page.

Used to quickly be able to see a page
through what certain visitor groups can see.
Compares previously published versions of
pages.
Notification Bell to be used to check content
through approval sequences.
Asset Pane Toggle

Pins either pane to the sides for easy access
Allows customization of EPI’s navigation
panes.
Used to browse, select, and edit blocks.
Used to browse, select, and edit media.

Used to browse, select, and edit forms.

Used to switch between on page and all
properties view of EPI pages.
Appears when changes are made on an EPI
page.
Appears if no changes are made on an EPI
page.
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A Word About “Blocks”
Epi currently has several ways of getting content into its systems. One of these ways is through
a system called “blocks”. Think of these as an intermediary between “content” on a page, and
displaying it to the end user. In EPI’s case, blocks are used to often create speciality content, or
content that goes beyond simple text and images. Below is an example on moodyglobal.org that
demonstrates this (found at URL:
https://www.moodyglobal.org/EPiServer/Cms/#context=epi.cms.contentdata:///6&viewsetting=vi
ewlanguage:///en)

(Layer 1)

(Layer 2)
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(Layer 3)

(Layer 4)
As shown, the parallax image blocks are actually controlled through several blocks within
blocks.
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Episerver Permissions (Non-EDU)
Currently, Episerver uses AD to log users into EPI. The following 2 groups are currently used
throughout all current domains EXCEPT EDU
1) “Content Editors”
2) “EktronCMSAdmin”
The menu to adjust which AD groups EPI checks for are found here:
[PICTURE OF ADMIN AREA HERE]
Within epi, the web tech team does not have permission to add people into these AD groups.
This has to be done by requesting AD permissions from ITS.
So, to add someone to EPI, here’s the process:
1) Determine if the user needs access to the admin panel. If they do, send an email to ITS
asking that be added to the EktronCMSAdmin group.
2) If they do not need access to the Admin panel, send an email to ITS asking that they be
added to the Content Editors group.
3) Wait 48 hours.
4) Once ITS emails back with the all clear, the user should then be able to log into EPI.
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Episerver Permissions (EDU)
EDU currently implements permissions differently than all other domains. Instead of using the
two previously mentioned AD groups, “content editors” has been replaced by several “specialty”
AD groups. The following is an example:

In this example, individual AD groups are assigned to individual pages/ parent pages (in this
case, the parent page “Moody Theological Seminary of Chicago”).
Here is a breakdown of the naming schema:
EPI - Name to determine that the AD group relates to Episerver
EDU - Title to distinguish as EDU related
Registrar - Position within EDU that deals with class courses
CM - “Content Manager”
# - Determines which number the CM is, incrementing by one for each individual CM.
Currently, none of these groups have permission to publish.
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A EPI Find

Main statistics and personalization hub
Allows modifications to boosting affect,
clearing statistics, and clearing the content
index
Visual indicators of what is searchable on
sites.

What is EPI Find?
●
●
●
●

EPI Find is an add-on to the core EPI CMS that allows content across various domains
to be searched, both internally and externally.
EPI Find is currently active on Global, EDU, Radio, and TITW (partially).
EPI Find can also search for pages and blocks internally using the search bars in the
asset planes.
Currently used URL’s:
○ https://www.moodyglobal.org/search
○ https://www.moody.edu/search
○ https://www.moodyradio.org/search
○ https://www.todayintheword.org/archives
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Search Pages

Selection of categories that can be used to
filter results. This list can be controlled per
domain.
Allows user to search by files (docx and
pdfs), web pages, and audio.

Date Picker

Automatically generated list of five most
searched for terms across ALL active Find
domains. These can be seen in the
“Statistics” menu, and are cleared when stats
are cleared. The Expletive List also excludes
words from appearing here.This refreshes
daily.
C2-built webservice that grabs relevant books
from Publishers database (not configurable
on our end).
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Manage Tab

Used to select stats from individual or all
websites.
Not used
Visual graph showing number of searches in
a given timeframe.

Time selector to show stats in various time
frames.
Search phrases with the amount of queries
from the site located to the right. Numbers
1-5 will appear in the popular searches box.
Opens the Optimization Panel of EPI Find.
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Optimization Page

Best Bets
1. Used to direct users towards specific content. When a user searches for a “best bet”, it
will be the first search result after that phrase is searched.
2. These can be applied on a per domain name basis by clicking the top drop down menu.
3. *Note* As of March 20th, the two radio buttons featured above do not currently function.

Related Queries
1. As of March 20th, Related Queries currently not functioning.
2. Ticket for progress can be found here:
https://jira.c2experience.com/browse/MGMRSAG-152
3. When completed, this will allow users to see suggested searches when searching on
global, edu, or radio for topics.

Synonyms
1. Allows for two search results to be “infused” with one another. So if the words “air” and
“water” are linked as synonyms, then every time someone searches for either term, both
sets of search results will be shown.
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Autocomplete
1. Allows user to suggest words/phrases to show up underneath the search bar while
typing.
2. Currently only available on global, but can be ported to radio/edu (see here).

Configure Tab

1.

Can be used to give more importance
to titles, content, summaries, or document content. The preview of this effect can be
seen to the right of it.

2.

This button can be used to clear all of the EPI Find Index. Used
primarily for troubleshooting. Be cautious when clicking this button. This can result
in sites/search bars/titw not being fully functional.

3.

 he next step after clicking this button is to run the
T
within the EPI Admin Section. This takes 60-90 minutes to run, and should be done so
overnight.

4.

This button is used to clear the statistics on the graph page. This
will directly influence the popular searches tab. Clicking the button also eliminates all
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Episerver Categories
Categories in Episerver are used to assign different pieces of content a value that can be
accessed through a wide variety of means.
For example (url here),

On TITW, the related topics box is using categories to populate that list. How does EPI know
that these devotions have these topics?

Within the backend (found here), we see that the categories both designate that is a devotion,
and has a category of faithfulness. In this specific instance, the code checks to see if there are
categories assigned (like faithfulness), and if there are, to display them in a “related topics” box
on the page.

How To Make a New Category
1)

Click the admin button in the top left

2)

Click the config button

3)

Click the edit categories button

4)
Find the category you want to put a new topic under, then click the plus button.
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Jira Tickets
Access
Jira tickets are filled out to communicate bugs, feature requests, and training requests to our
developers at C2. These are filled out, primarily, by web technologies members.
To gain access to the proper Jira board, located at jira.c2experience.com, please contact the
product manager at c2 (currently Seth Galligan, sethg@c2experience.com).

UI Elements
Navigation to home page

Allows customization of the homepage of
Jira.
Issues are organized by projects, or groups of
tickets that fall into one domain/category (e.g.
today in the word)
Takes you to an organized list of tickets that
can be sorted based on a variety of criteria.
Not currently used
Shows individual “boards” of tickets based on
projects. Good visual indicator for process of
tickets.
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Creating a Jira Ticket
Use to select what domain the ticket should
fall under.
Designation for the ticket to either be a bug,
training request, or an enhancement.
Naming field for ticket, should follow this format:
Template | Functionality | Issue Summary

Most relevant URL pertaining to the ticket.
1- Used only for outages directly affecting the
site.
2- Primarily used for EPI outages, or severe
cosmetic/usability issues that impact large
numbers of people.
3 - Designates small issues within the EPI
Editor, admin jobs, or other usability issues.
4 - Non time critical issues that can be
circumvented using various work arounds.
Use this field to describe the incident. (See
herefor an example).
Attach relevant media including .png, .jpg,
.docx, pdf, svg, and more. Please Note:
Upload size is limited to 10 MB.
Designate the initial environment the issue is
taking place in.
Use this drop down field to select the proper
phrase to connect different Jira issues
together.
Search field to link specific Jira tickets
together.
When moving tickets between
QA/stage/production, update this area from
the drop down menu.
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Workflow
The standard workflow for tickets looks like this:
Dev ⇒ QA ⇒ Stage ⇒ Prod
Upon initial ticket creation, Jira will automatically assign it to the status of “C2 review”, with the
assignee being the product manager (Currently Seth Galligan).
After working on the tickets, C2 will switch the tickets/run quality assurance testing from Dev to
QA. Once the ticket hits QA, Moody is then responsible for making sure the ticket functions
correctly, and then switching it to “Ready to Deploy” by clicking this button

.

This has to happen twice. Once when switching it from QA to stage, and then again from stage
to prod.
After clicking the ready to deploy button, here is a chart of what should be filled in:
This will be filled in by C2, no action required
on our part.
Select the next deployment area the ticket
will be going to. (E.G. If you are switching to
ready to deploy after checking on QA, switch
the dropdown to “stage”
This will be filled in by C2, no action required
on our part.
Used to declare that tickets are being moved
from one environment to another (E.G.
“Looks good on stage, switching now”)
Examples of tickets can be found here:
https://jira.c2experience.com/browse/MGMRSARDO-171?filter=-2
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Ghost Inspector
Ghost Inspector is a tool deployed by web tech that allows for automated testing of various
portions of our websites. The current list includes:
1. Giving Forms
2. EPI Logins
3. Web Services
To login to Ghost Inspector, go here (https://app.ghostinspector.com/).
Currently, we only have five user accounts available. Ian.Cunningham@moody.eduis the admin
who can help get access/ set up a test if need be.

Vocab
1. Suites - “Folders” that allow you to store tests that can be run all at once, usually relating
to one another
2. Tests - The actual tests that scrape the sites.
3. Assertions - The requirements that the tests need to see in order to count as passing.
(Example: Logging into EPI and selecting the CMS tab as an assertion would make it so
that the test passes if it sees that line in the html).
4. Chrome Extension - Primary way to record tests.

Setting Up a Test
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Navigate to the URL you would like to start a test on.
Click on the GhostInspector Chrome Extension.
Click the start recording button.
Go through the process of what you want to test (e.g fill out a form).
Click the Make Assertions Button, and then choose a constant on the page (e.g. A
header tag, or a constant button).
6. Click the I’m finished recording button.

Slack Integration
Currently, slack alerts for passing ghostinspector tests are being sent to the channel
#ghostinspector alerts. These can be controlled in the settings menu of each suite/test.
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Quirks
1) For the XML/Webservices tests, it is important to note that tests are browser dependent.
This means that if you make an assertion of the heading in Chrome, the test will fail if
GhostInspector uses Firefox. To make it use Chrome:
a) Click the “Settings” button in the suite view.
b) Click “test defaults” on the left hand side.
c) Click “Chrome - Latest Version (Traditional)” in the drop down.
2) Any tests made to test Giving Forms will fail upon first pass. This is due to the expiration
date of the credit card field having an extra space inserted automatically. To fix:
a) Navigate to the test you want to fix.
b) Click the “Edit Steps Button”

c)
this step.
d) Change the date to four numbers with no space.
e) This should fix the issue.

Navigate to
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EPI Admin Area
(Access by clicking “admin” button in EPI)
Allows editing of permissions/groups within
EPI. These can be controlled for all domains.
Shows a list of AD groups at MBI.
Allows searching by Username. Note: Have
to select “groups” in the dropdown for search
to be successful.
Not used as we are unable to create AD
groups from within EPI. Requires ticket to
ITS.
Runs every 30 minutes. Purpose Unknown
Runs every two weeks. Eliminates these
pages from Global. These are generated
every time someone gives a gift. This folder
needs to be here for giving forms to
function.
Used to generate .xml file that can be
submitted through google webmaster to
reindex our sites.
Never run. Purpose Unknown
Never run. Possibly used to diagnose/fix
thumbnails in the media tab if they are not
correct.
Run once a week. Purpose Unknown
Run once a day. Clears out unread
notifications after they expire. Notifications
relate to approval sequences.
Run every 30 minutes, used to determine
how often users receive notifications (used
primarily for approval sequences/projects).
Runs every ten minutes. No specific archive
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folder is used, so I don’t believe this job has
any impact on site.
Not currently used, issues in the past with
things getting deleted out of the trash. If this
job runs, those pages/media files are
unrecoverable, for the most part.
Recommended to keep it off.
Not run, purpose unknown.
Runs once a week. Deletes unused
folders/content automatically, but unknown
what folders it ACTUALLY deletes.
Run once a week, purpose unknown.
Run once an hour. This job removes the
permanent editing setting

if it goes past the time period it is set for.
Runs once every five minutes. May have
something to do with Eloqua pages (see
here)
Runs every two hours. Fetches data from
Eloqua for use within EPI.
Link validation job has been moved to the
“Reports” tab.
Runs every 3 minutes. Checks to see if
content is staged for publishing. If it is staged,
it publishes.
Not used.

Comprehensive list of changes made to all
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parts of EPI.
Radio specific tables that can be updated
with .csv files to readjust zip code/station
lists. See Kent (Jonathan) Carter for more
information.
Ability to edit Robots.txt for all domains.
(Robots.txt allows or disallows google to
search the page/site).
List of generated sitemaps.
Boring legal things.
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Visitor Groups
Visitor groups are a feature of EPI that allows the owner to customize the content based on a
variety of factors such as previously visited pages, what device they are using, geographic
location, and more.

Set Up
Currently, EDU is using these in a few different spots. To navigate to visitor groups, click here:

Once in, you’ll see a list of visitor groups

From here, you can edit the current list or create your own. Let’s take a look at an example of a
visitor group (in this case, the on mobile group):

This one is simple, as all that is needed is to drag in from the right hand side a “Display
Channel” Criteria, and then selecting mobile from the drop down area.
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This next one, “Internet Explorer group” is a bit tricker. This one essentially can tell if a user is
on internet explorer. This is done by selecting OS and browser from the criteria, selecting an
operating system, and then using the word trident, a common word found in all IE user agent
strings, to determine if the user is on IE.

Implementation

All blocks have the “Personalize” button located in the hamburger menu to the right of the block.
Within that menu you will find a personalize button where you can add visitor groups to that
content. So, for example, if you wanted the “visit us” to only show to people on IE, then you
could click on personalize, then add the “Internet Explorer Group”
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Statistics

You can see how many users are using visitor groups by adding a gadget to the dashboard of
EPI. This can be done by adding a gadget in the top right hand corner by pressing the gear
icon.
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Episerver Shortcuts
Episerver has the native ability to create redirects within the CMS. That means that you could
have moodyglobal.org/update lead to someplace like moodyglobal.org/chapman center. Or, you
could have something like moody.edu/mine link to an external site like my.moody.edu or even
google.com. Let’s see how to set one up.

1) Create a New Page
2) Give it a unique title (including the
word redirect, for clarity’s sake)
3) While the page type doesn’t
particularly matter, choosing a general page
is recommended.

4) Click the settings tab, then the manage
button.
5) Click an option for what kind of
shortcut you want to create.
6) Put your link here/choose one from the
dropdown.

What About Other Redirects?
ITS also has the ability to control redirects. ITS directly controls all redirects that are not locked
to our domains. For example:
Givetofoundersweek.org is a url that must be purchased by Paul Walker’s team. That web
address is then assigned a URL within EPI.
In this example, we have givetofoundersweek.org actually leading to the page
moodyglobal.org/givetofoundersweekorg.
We then have an EPI shortcut set up to direct users from
moodyglobal.org/givetofoundersweekorg to another page on Global.
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Why not just have ITS control the links? This is done so that we always have instant access to
whatever redirects we need to change quickly.
To recap, external web address like moodygiving.com are specifically pointed to one epi
address forever. We make sure that EPI address is editable by us by making it a shortcut, as
seen above.

